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Yesterday, we saw the launch of My Personal Details (MyPD), an Australian company 
working closely with Crime Stoppers and supported by 000 Services, NSW Ambulance 
Services, Department of Broadband and the newly established Internet Industry Association 
(IIA) Approved Vendor marque of trust. 

My PD provides a FREE registration service to facilitate speedy access to personal 
information in a situation where someone is incapacitated, deceased or an unconscious 
victim. 

The purpose of MyPD is to ensure that a victim is "Never a Nobody" and this unique service 
will assist in connecting victims with their families. MyPD’s Critical Information Register can 
be used by Emergency Personnel so they know: who you are; whom you want to be 
connected with; and your supplied medical information.  

Only emergency services with authority can access MyPD information. 

The main functions of this service are: 

 Provide a safe, off site, place to store information about you and your immediate 
family so that in the event of an emergency there are personal identification records 
and next of kin contact details. 

 Provide and maintain a safe and secure database of personal assets, information 
and documents 

Kathleen Kenny, founder of MyPD, wife and mother said: “We just started to think about all 
these natural disasters that have occurred where people have lost everything, not only loved 
ones, but also crucial personal documents and insurance details. The free service is our 
starting point but in due course we will offer database services for storing records, like 
insurance policy details, receipts for expensive purchases, birth, death and marriage 
certificate details.” 

Peter Price OAM, CEO for Crime Stoppers said, “Any member of the public can use the free 
service, this gives them peace of mind that in the case of an unfortunate event, emergency 
services personnel can contact the victim’s family.”  

With over 7 million people in Australia visiting hospital emergency each year, you never 
know when an accident can happen and MyPD says…”with us you are never a nobody” 

“The IIA’s vision is to be a trusted source in all matters concerning a secure, fair and open 
Internet for Australia. In conjunction with the launch of MyPD we are pleased to announce 
that MyPD is recognised as an IIA Approved Vendor, said Peter Lee, IIA CEO. 



 

 

 

 

The IIA Approved Vendor Trust Marque represents credibility and trust, a demonstration of 
industry best standards, provides a commercial signature of confidence, recognises safe and 
responsible internet usage, while also demonstrating integrity in business and a commitment 
to IIA guiding principles. 

The newly established IIA Approved Vendor recognition means that MyPD has agreed to 
abide by a strict code of conduct in conducting business on the internet. 

More information on the IIA Approved Vendor Trust Marque can be at http://iia.net.au/iia-
approved-vendor  

For further information on MyPD please visit https://www.mypd.com/Home.htm 
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